Greetings Dear One’s, We now continue where We left off in the last Discourse. What I wish for each of you within this Instruction, is to consider the information presented here, in relationship, not to the general student body of World Servers who presently Align themselves to the first 2 Initiations, but rather consider the Third Initiation Initiatory lessons based on your Group Effort at this time working from within the Group Cave of Creation. Be mindful then that what I Am Projecting Energetically toward you, Individually and as a Group Soul Identification, the Purpose is to stretch your awareness further away from all that you have experienced to date that are based upon old and past programs, beliefs and experiences!

The efforts from you at this stage that I, your Teacher, is asking of you will be Orientated from within the Head Cave where you must start to become very familiar with. For all that I have shared previously and all that I will share in the future, have no reference points from which you can study in previous books or libraries or anywhere based on old experiential paradigms of reference. We have told you all this before, it is time now that you begin the practical Appropriation, Application and Implementation of what you desire to Know and Become that which can ONLY be discovered within the Cave! All such Higher Knowledge that you shall receive there must now be Synthesized first, and you will recognize this more if I say to you, ‘First through Your I Am Presence’, within your Cave/s of Creation.

The major dangers of Synthesis from the lower levels of Consciousness are all too obvious in the Light of what the energy does in the outer appearance of the world of affairs and that of Synthesis within the Cave. It is almost unbelievable in the sense that the Seventh Ray is magical in its effects; and one must then Guard against its wrong use for purposes of selfish gain, power, pleasure, excitement, etc. in the outer world. For any such use in the Cave, will certainly eliminate you immediately, out of the Cave and back onto the Karmic Wheel of life. I will help you to understand this further!

The Soul (unconscious Soul Consciousness) of the businessperson in the world today operates under known laws of the business world. Knowledge of these laws, understanding of them is available to him or her through study, observation, and very little experience. It is then only necessary for him or her to cooperate with those known laws. With the Disciple or Initiate, however, We find a much more subtle and, therefore, difficult situation manifesting. As I said above, the Disciple or Initiate has no books to which he or she can refer which will equip him or her with Knowledge of Laws Governing his or her own actions in time and space within the Realms of Higher
Awareness and Consciousness, or what We could refer to as ‘Conscious’ Soul Consciousness. Because in the past there have been so few Disciples or Initiates, that any such Laws are as yet unwritten, and I Am not referring entirely to the written word, but to the fact of being in any manifested form.

The Disciple or Initiate has, in one sense, passed over from one world in which certain coordinates provide his or her limitations, his or her boundaries, his or her laws, making possible certain expressions in a world in which the New Law is not yet clearly formulated. They are in that Intermediary Plane in which the old human laws fail to operate, and the New Law is not of sufficiently strengthened to operate automatically without his or her manipulation. The Disciple or Initiate, then, must first detach from the old set of rules and regulations, so as to be completely free of the old influences and controlled programming. That is why I told you in Part 12: ‘Do not attempt in your own thoughts to formulate, to determine, to manifest, but be receptive to the manifestation of the Plan for these Centres, by simply responding to those Opportunities which will be placed before you.’ This is not just for the manifestation of your Centres, but for how you must now begin to use for any of the new manifestations of every aspect of your NEW Lives within the Natures of the New Civilization now being Called Forth!

The old ways will no longer operate effectively for the Disciple or Initiate. His or her attempt to apply them shall result in heart breaking failure, and within such Instruction or Teaching, he or she will not know why things seem to go so wrong for them. It is, then, necessary that they detach so completely from his or her mind as coordinates, and free their attention to seek out the New Laws, to set up the New Coordinates and thereby, Function successfully in the New World, though not of it? The answer is Yes!

In order to do this, to seek the New Law, he or she must accept, first, the fact that the Law which they are seeking is not yet clearly formulated, that its Vibratory Frequency is not yet of sufficient strength to have built a concrete form on the concrete plane of mind. One of the Service Activities of the Disciple or Initiate is that of Formulating the New Law. They will not be able to look on the concrete plane of the mind, for them they will not find it there. It lays within the Cave where its form will present Itself as a Malleable, Pliable, or Ductile Wave of Consciousness that can be Manipulated to Its Highest Level according to the Level of Resonance and Awareness of the Disciple or Initiate.

He or she goes above and beyond the Vibratory Frequency of race mind consciousness, even in its Highest Concept, to the Abstract plane of ideas where they will sense, at first, the feeble Impulse of the New law as it emanates from the Soul on its own plane of existence. He or she will feel out that Impulse, sense its Vibration, Tune in his or her own Mental Vibration to that of the sensed One, and through the Law of Attraction, bring it into their Magnetic field of mind. Upon entry into his or her Magnetic field of
mind, the New Law, the New Impulse, beats with a steadier, stronger rhythm, and what he or she has only vaguely sensed in the beginning as an Abstract Idea begins to take shape in his or her awareness as an abstraction in concrete form, where-by he or she is enabled to relate the idea to the world of appearances, and to gradually, through meditation and reflection, set it up within his or her own Consciousness as a New Coordinate relating the Soul to form. They will see it as a Spiritual Law Governing matter. He or she separates him/herself from both the Law and matter and sees him/herself as a mediator. He or she begins to understand how they can bring that Spiritual Law, that Impulse, that Vibration, to bear upon matter in such a way as to produce a desired result in the world of appearances. In this stage of development, the Disciple or Initiate is no longer just a channel; he or she has become a Conscious Creator, bringing two Forces together to produce a desired result in time and space.

As the Disciple or Initiate seeks out the New Law, he or she becomes first aware of the Law of Love; they sense its vibration, which is at first very feeble, and even before he or she can grasp the idea in an idea form, he or she feels its influence and through the feeling aspect Tunes in his or her mind to its meaning. Gradually, through the combination of the feeling aspect and the mind, they intuit the meaning of this New Impact, this New Law which is the Law Governing the Fifth Kingdom in Nature.

When he or she has successfully, via the means of becoming the Observer, detached him/herself from manifesting conditions, he or she is Enabled to See this New Law of Love in relation to the world of appearances. It begins to take on form. He or she puts it into words, into picture form (Visual), and finally into action. Their first Application, then, will be in relation to his or her relationships with people as he or she applies the newly Formulated Law of Love to every relationship of which he or she is aware in the world of the personality.

This provides the New Disciple or Initiate with experience, unconscious experience at first, in seeking out a Law, formulating it, relating it, and applying it, until finally he or she is told by his or her Master: ‘Go forth and serve. Follow your Intuitional Guidance, My Brother and Sister, and Initiate Your Service Activity’. They finally arrive at that place in the Light where he or she understands those words to mean seek out the New Law, give it form, relate it to the daily life and affairs, and apply it for the betterment of the human family. You may wonder what all of this has to do with timing Cycles, but, you see, the Disciple or Initiate can no longer Function alone in sidereal time.

For a part of his or her Consciousness has risen out of and beyond sidereal time, and it is, therefore, no longer subject to the same laws of time and space as he or she was when they were just a human. There is a New Law, a New Set of Laws which he or she must seek out, formulate, relate, and apply, and this they will do as they directs their Intuition out of time and space into the World of the Soul and then brings it to bear
upon time and space, Functioning Free of the limitation of race mind concepts. Discrimination is the ability of the Disciple or Initiate to relate Spirit to matter and thereby produce a needed form. In the beginning, as the Disciple or Initiate begins to utilize the Intuitive faculty of the Soul, they are blinded by its Light; he or she is at a loss as to what they are doing, and its Light is so great that they cannot see its direction.

Remember, the Intuition has always been defined as a faculty of the Soul. It is, in one sense, the Searchlight of the Soul, and it must be directed to Focus upon that which is sought, up and out and finally down. Utilize the Intuition, turn that Beam of Light into the world of meaning, and consciously Intuit the Core of the Lesson Projected. If the Concept of the Soul is not of practical use to the humanity which you seek to Serve, it has no place in your thoughts. So you must Know what the Soul is beyond your definition of it. We have spoken of this before so let us revise again!

When you think in Truth, when you think in the Highest Concepts of which you are aware, you are thinking within the Consciousness of Your Soul. Every act which you commit which is Impulsed from the Heart, which Seeks to Serve, is an Act Directed from within Your Soul, that which You Are. If you will stop thinking of the Soul as something outside of, above, beyond yourself and begin to Apply that Soul which You Are to the everyday act of living, then will you demonstrate the practicality of the Soul as the answer and the only answer to today’s problems.

Remember Our definition of the Soul. The Soul is Consciousness. The Overshadowing Spiritual Soul is that Consciousness, which is Identified with, and is a Functioning Part of the One Life. When you as an individual have received into your personality Consciousness a sufficient degree of this Soul Consciousness, that is, a sufficient number of Truths, and have absorbed that Truth to the degree that you have built it into your Response Mechanism as a part of your reply to the outer life and affairs, then Illumination Pours into the brain awareness and the persona becomes the Conscious Soul Incarnate.

Now, as ‘You’ become a Teacher, as You take upon yourself, or as You take upon Your Soul, the Responsibility for the Guidance of the Spiritual Health and Wealth of Your Disciples or Initiates, You enter into a Relationship with them which Serves to transmit that Overshadowing Spiritual Soul through Your Own Focus of Consciousness into their personality Consciousness until they too, finally, become a Conscious Soul Incarnate. We will speak of this in much more detail another time in the Second Series, after your EGA Respite, as this introduces what We Call the Ashramic Group Co-Leadership Principles that you must also become fully Conscious of its meanings and purposeful Implementations. This is the most important, the most basic Concept for you as Teachers in training to grasp and to understand. For once you understand it, it is possible for you to make that Alignment with the Christ Consciousness which permits
your Function in this Specific Service Activity. The door is open to you now, but first learn to Perfect you Cave Interactions and Communications.

The important Concept now is to Realize and make manifest this Process of Soul Infusion and finally Soul Incarnation which takes place in the individual by Way of Meditation, by way of his or her own study, and also by way of their Sponsors and Teachers. Remember that Soul Consciousness is actually Consciousness of the One Life. This Principle Higher than the Concept of Soul Consciousness which seems so difficult to attain, so difficult to understand, is really very, very Simple. Love Is Simple! Truth Is Simple! Life Is Simple!

For Soul Consciousness is Christ Consciousness of that which is Universal, of that which is Applicable in any situation, in any circumstance, in any event. Soul Consciousness is the Consciousness of the One God Life. You could say that the ultimate in Group Consciousness would be the Ultimate Awareness of the greatest number of relationships in the body of humanity. I wish to remind you of this excerpt in the ‘A God Awakening’ Book which Lord Melchizedek spoke of:

“Like all who incarnate here, did become confused, doubtful, indecorous, undignified and quite unaware. Nobody is perfect and all humans have their shortcomings and limitations. This is also what makes a human. And here is something very few people know or acknowledge. ‘The human side of personality is what anchors Christ Consciousness,’ and while this can be perceived as something, let Me say here, not really being or seeming enlightened, it is by knowing all one’s own faults, weaknesses and bad habits that offers the way to Full Enlightenment. ‘Know Thyself and you shall Know God’! Acknowledging this allows one to join together with others and to be able to work in unison rather than in separation or isolation. If this is Honoured, then one can never see themselves above or disconnected from another. If one does, then they are indeed living a lie and that will create just more of the same.

“When one has lived the life of fear, trepidations and the multitude of how these things play out, the more compassionate one can be through Empathy rather than sympathy! The First Principle of Oneness is ‘We Are One’; when We All work together as One Being in many bodies with the same purpose; to share and extend all that is Holy, Good and Beautiful. That is when the True Light and Love of God Life begins to flow! “ End Excerpt

In becoming Group Conscious, the individual becomes Conscious of the Relationships within the One Life and then seeks to establish them on earth. In this respect he or she is externalizing the Higher Etheric Network into the lower Etheric Network. The experience the New Teacher is to endeavour to Create for the Disciple or Initiate, is the experience in Consciousness of Soul Identification, that Realization within the Consciousness, that experience within the Consciousness of the Nature of the Soul can be found within themselves by their own Appropriation, Application and
Implementation. Most teachers today are concerned with the experiences of the persona. I would have you consider the experiences of the persona for a moment for what they actually are. They are but the outer reflection in time and space of that which is taking place within Consciousness.

Actually, it is not the outer appearance with which We are concerned at all. It is the experience in Consciousness which is taking place simultaneously with the outer appearance within the self. There is a huge difference here, and one that the New Teacher must become aware of!

Several individuals may move through a similar or same outward appearance. Each will experience it differently. His or her experience is also in Consciousness, so it is with the conscious experience, the Inner Experience, that the New Teacher should be concerned in Relationship to his or her Disciples or Initiates. The New Teacher, via his or her Creativity, Establishes in Consciousness though the use of the New Law, that is, his or her own Point of Soul Identification or his or her own Focus of Soul Identification, the Ideal, Fashioning this Ideal as Perfectly as possible according to the overall need of their particular Disciple or Initiate body, individually or as a Group Body as I Am doing here with you.

What is the need in Consciousness at any given moment? What particular phase of growth is indicated as the need of the Group at that particular moment? According to this need, the New Teacher Creates within his or her own Consciousness that polar opposite or that Ideal which is the fulfilment of this particular need. Via his or her Ability to become One with the Consciousness of his or her Group, they Transmit and so Create the Experience of that Ideal within the Inner Consciousness of the Disciple or Initiate as the Disciple or Initiate goes about his or her life and affairs.

Creative Activity is Initiated during his or her actual teachings, during the actual Projection of the Lessons therein. But this is just the Initiation of it. The New Teacher has Set into Motion a Specific Experience in Consciousness which will move into its Full Expression within the Disciple’s or Initiate’s own Inner Consciousness as they move about their daily life and affairs between the timing of the Higher Interludes, Intermissions and Intervals between Lessons Projected.

Thank you for allowing Me to complete this First Series of Lessons prior to your Respite within the Elemental Grace Alliance Council. You have a wonderful Opportunity to make a huge step forward if you take this time to give focus upon the Lessons between the Higher Interludes, Intermissions and Intervals as you come and go from your Inner Caves of Creation.

You are not Alone, and should you wish to ask any Questions, Know We are on Call at All Hours of Every day! Have a Joyous and Gracious Celebration, not only over Christmas, but the New Year also. Truly begin the See the Life you have Created For yourself and Your Families is something remarkable. See Consciously the Soul
Consciousness playing out and Celebrate that also! **We will reconvene when you are ready!**

I Am Your Brother Djwhal Khul Wishing You a Very Merry and Memorable Christ Mass this Year of 2019, with All! Anchor the Light Deeply within Your Hearts, Minds and Souls as well as that of the Whole of the Human Race.

**We Are One! And So It Is, As Above So Below, in Whom We Love, Live, Move and Have Our Being!**